Personal Equipment

Special configurations and other associated things from the computers, peripherals, phones & other devices from home, etc.

- Computers
  - Coprinus with Ubuntu 14.04
    - Coprinus with Ubuntu 13.10
    - Coprinus with Ubuntu 13.04
    - Coprinus with Ubuntu 12.10
  - CompaqMini Netbook
  - Lenovo Ideapad 710S-13IKB
  - Lenovo ThinkBook 15-IIL
  - Penguinbookpro with Ubuntu 12.04
  - Penguinbookpro with Ubuntu 14.04
  - Pentinella with Ubuntu 14.04
  - ToshibaSatellite902
- Peripherals
  - ADSL2 Router Comtrend AR-5387un Wireless
  - ADSL2 Router ZTE ZXHN H267N
  - Apeman A77 Waterproof 4k Wifi Camera
  - Brother HL-L2300D Printer
  - Canon PIXMA MG3200 Printer and Scanner
  - Canon PIXMA MG3051 Printer and Scanner
  - Dell 2350D Printer
  - Epson Perfection 1670 Scanner
  - Logitech Quickcall USB Speakerphone
  - DVB (TDT) USB Sticks TVisto and AverTV Volar M
  - SAI Salicru 900
  - SmartCitizen
  - Wifi Repeater Aqprox
- Tablets
  - Yuntab 8core 10inch
- Arduino
  - Tarpunòmetre
- Smartphones
  - ZTE Grand XM
  - BQ Aquaris E5 4g
  - Xiaomi Redmi A7
  - Smartphone FAQs
- VoIP
- Voice Amplifier M800
Seeds For Change - seeds4c.org

- Extensions navegadores web
- Extensions E-mail Mozilla Thunderbird
- Bikes